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Huron-Perth Boys and Girls Basketball 

Playing Regulations 
 

Awards: 

 

1. A maximum of 17 gold medallions 

A maximum of 17 silver medallions 

1 Junior Huron-Perth pennant 

1 Senior Huron-Perth pennant 

 

Competition: 

1. There will be Junior and Senior competitions 

2. League play will be interlocking, with each school playing every other school once 

3.     Games on tournament days: 

Games will be two 16 minute halves.  In order to keep the game times on schedule, half 

time will be five minutes.  

First double header is 9:00 am.   Second starts at 11:30 am.  Third starts at 2:00 pm. 

 

Play-Offs: 

Huron-Perth Basketball – Playoff Format      

7 Team Huron-Perth Basketball Playoffs 
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____3___ G6          _________________________ 
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G2      ____________ 
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G3     _____________ 
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a. The playoffs will occur over three days.  

b. The first place team after the regular season will have a bye to the semifinals.  

c. The seeding of teams for WOSSAA will be based on the results of the playoffs.  

The Huron-Perth rankings, after playoffs, will be:   

   Ranking  Team   

1  Winner of G6  

2  Loser of G6   

               Note the exception below for the ranking of teams 3 and 4.   

3  Higher ranked losing seed from G4 and G5  

4  Lower ranked losing seed from G4 and G5   

           

Exception:   

If one team is needed from the losers of G4 and G5 to go on to WOSSAA and 

both are in the same classification (ie: AA) then the lower ranked team may 

challenge the higher ranked team to determine which team moves on to 

WOSSAA. (The game will be played on Day 3 of the playoffs.) Note that if both 

teams are moving on to WOSSAA then no game will be played between the two 

and the teams will be seeded according to the ranking shown above.   

5  Highest ranked losing seed from G1, G2 and G3  

6  Middle ranked losing seed from G1, G2 and G3  

7  Lowest ranked losing seed from G1, G2 and G3 

8, 9, 10, 11            Order of finish in league play    

 

If one team is needed from the losers of G1,G2 and G3 (Quarter-Final Games) to 

go on to WOSSAA and three are in the same classification (ie: AA) then the 

lowest ranked team may challenge the second highest ranked team. The winner of 

that game may then challenge the highest ranked team to determine who qualifies 

for WOSSAA. (The games will be played on Day 2 and 3 of the playoffs.) 

If a challenge game occurs the team that makes the challenge will cover all costs 

involved. (Transportation and Officials.) 

 

 

 

Tie-Breaking: 

a. In the event of a tie, the game between the tied teams shall determine who advances to the 

play-offs 

b. Three-way Tie - Points For and Against Method 

 

If a tie exists between three teams, the ranking of the affected teams is based on fewest total 

points for and against to a maximum of 20 points allowed by each team using the scores from 

three games in which the three teams played each other.  Scores against the teams not involved in 

the three-way tie are discarded. 
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Example: Game 1   Team A (50) vs Team B (45) 

Game 2   Team B (60) vs Team C (38) 

Game 3   Team C (45) vs Team A (37) 

 

Team A : Game 1 (+5), Game 3 (-8) = -3 Points For and Against 

Team B : Game 1 (-5), Game 2 (+20) = +15 Points For and Against  

Team C : Game 2 (-20), Game 3 (+8) = -12 Points For and Against  

 

Team B is ranked first. 

Team A is ranked second. 

Team C is ranked third. 

If a tie exists between two teams after using the three-way tie - Points For and Against method, 

the winner of the game played by the two teams involved (head to head match-up) will be given 

priority ranking. 

This format can also be used if more than three teams are tied. 

If a tie persists then the names of the teams are written on paper by a neutral party (eg: Principal) 

and placed in a hat, bag or other suitable container.  The container is to be held above eye level 

and one piece of paper is drawn at a time from the container. The first team drawn will be ranked 

first, the second team drawn will be ranked second, and so on. 

 

 

 

Referee costs 

Regular Season   

Total cost divided by the number of team participating. 

Playoffs 

Home teams cover the costs of officials as the visiting teams have to pay for 

transportation.  

 

Rules 

1. The rules shall be the National Basketball Committee of the U.S. and Canada except: 

 

All quarters are 8 minutes 

15 players are eligible for each game 

For all league and Play-offs games, the home team shall wear their light-coloured 

uniforms.  In the event that either team can not, for whatever reason, comply with this 

rules, the team must notify the other league teams at the beginning of the season.   

 

Host School: 

1. Shall supply the scores and timers 

2. Shall supply warm-up balls and a game ball 

3. Shall supply a change room area for visiting teams 

4. Shall fax the results of the games played to the convenor (and forward the game sheets) 
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Eligibility: 

1. Eligibility sheets must be submitted to the convenor prior to the first league game.  Failure 

to do so will result in a forfeiture of that game and each succeeding game until the form is 

received by the convenor. 


